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The Woodward’s Project: Don’t fence me in
Brian Hutchinson  June 24, 2010 – 7:00 am

 

 

People wonder what goes on inside Woodward’s, specifically among the 1,000 or so residents of the condominiums and social
housing units. Are they interacting? Is the social experiment on track? No, and I think yes. There’s no mixing it up at Club W. The
42nd floor private deck and indoor lounge aren’t accessible to folk living downstairs in the segregated subsidized quarters. But that
was the deal since the project’s conception. This weekend we’ll have a closer look at the Woodward’s Club W and its equivalents for
the resident poor. I was surprised when some principals behind the development didn’t hesitate to called it an example of “social
engineering.”  

For context, we’ve got to look down the street, at some slightly older examples and another form of social engineering:
gentrification. The photo above was taken outside the fence at a condominium building at Carrall and Cordova, two blocks east.
This is one in a series of 10-feet-high iron barriers denying public access along an old CPR right of way that runs horizontal to the
Downtown Eastside grid pattern. For years pedestrians and bicyclists enjoyed using this historic cut until–piece by piece–it was
fenced off. Within the ugly blockades appeared some lovely, very private parks, accessible only to residents of adjacent new
condominiums and renovated offices. All of the gates were to be temporary but they’ve have been locked 24/7, for years, The one
pictured above has been padlocked for more than 12 years. The City of Vancouver has allowed this. It’s been waiting for the
Downtown Eastside to “normalize.”

I don’t know what that means. The DTES will never be conventional, or easy. But these fences strike me as callous. On Friday, I’ll
show how this happened and and describe what positive changes are in the works. Long overdue, the changes are one part of the
Woodward’s Effect.
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